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The Year My Sister Got Lucky
2012-09-01

from bestselling author aimee friedman an acclaimed story about sisters lies and laughter now in paperback katie and
michaela wilder are new york city girls and best friends but everything changes when they move upstate to rural fir lake
katie is horrified by their new surroundings the too friendly neighbors the lack of a subway the fact they live near actual
cows she s shocked when michaela adapts to the country life effortlessly dating a cute football player and attending
homecoming with something resembling enjoyment and most shocking of all she s started keeping secrets from katie

The Alpha King's Huntress
2024-04-17

when her sister disappears for three years kasia sets out on a dangerous mission to find her she goes to the lycan king s
home hoping to find clues about lana s whereabouts however she finds much more than she bargained for kasia learns that
the lycan king ethan is her mate a fact that both surprises and terrifies kasia ethan has no intention of letting her go kasia
must decide whether to follow her heart and embrace her destiny as ethan s mate or continue to fight against the
supernatural creatures she has been trained to hate

Ghost Crown
2012-06-05

a priceless mystical treasure a dark secret order and a vengeful fallen angel forces collide as the battle for middleburg
continues for gang members raphael and ignacio plans for the homecoming dance are almost as harrowing as their recent
victory against the demonic forces that threaten their town despite their tentative alliance a fight breaks out between the
preppie toppers and the goth flatliners when topper girl aimee shows up at the dance with raphael the rival gang s leader
in the midst of an all out rumble the homecoming queen discovers a supernatural power that causes a potentially deadly
catastrophe meanwhile a charismatic half angel half human arrives in middleburg with plans to steal aimee from raphael to
add to the bizarre circumstances surrounding the town real estate moguls begin buying up most of the flats and evicting
the tenants these mysterious men seek a priceless treasure prophesied in ancient chinese writings and will stop at nothing
to find it but raphael and his friends vow to get to it first and use it to reclaim their homes as raphael and the flatliners and
zhai and the toppers hone their supernatural abilities and search for the treasure aimee begins kung fu training intent on
using her new skills to locate and rescue her mother when she discovers that the elusive treasure may be the key the race
to find it intensifies but there are others who seek the treasure too and they have the power to reduce all of middleburg
and perhaps the world to ashes

Forever Broken
2019-01-08

he knows she s his now to prove it her and fate max lost everyone once before leaving his heart on the battlefield one look
at cheyenne and he knows something is different about this human only she s about to leave the den forever cheyenne
needs a fresh start she s surrounded by fated mates and knows she ll never have one of her own especially not with the
broody and quiet max she needs a purpose and the moon goddess gives one to her the war between packs is at its peak and
with an unexpected power entering the fold max and cheyenne s mating might be the final straw that saves their world or
destroys fate s path completely read what others are saying about new york times bestselling author carrie ann ryan count
on carrie ann ryan for emotional sexy character driven stories that capture your heart carly phillips ny times bestselling
author carrie ann ryan s romances are my newest addiction the emotion in her books captures me from the very beginning
the hope and healing hold me close until the end these love stories will simply sweep you away nyt bestselling author
deveny perry carrie ann ryan writes sexy emotional romances that ll make you cry and fan yourself from the heat especially
because of all that sexy ink 1 nyt bestselling author lauren blakely once i started reading i couldn t stop this is definitely
going in my re read pile nyt bestselling author susan stoker carrie ann ryan writes the perfect balance of sweet and heat
ensuring every story feeds the soul audrey carlan 1 new york times bestselling author carrie ann ryan never fails to draw
readers in with passion raw sensuality and characters that pop off the page any book by carrie ann is an absolute treat new
york times bestselling author j kenner carrie ann ryan knows how to pull your heartstrings and make your pulse pound her
wonderful redwood pack series will draw you in and keep you reading long into the night i can t wait to see what comes
next with the new generation the talons keep them coming carrie ann lara adrian new york times bestselling author of
crave the night with snarky humor sizzling love scenes and brilliant imaginative worldbuilding the dante s circle series
reads as if carrie ann ryan peeked at my personal wish list nyt bestselling author larissa ione carrie ann ryan writes sexy
shifters in a world full of passionate happily ever afters new york times bestselling author vivian arend carrie ann s books
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are sexy with characters you can t help but love from page one they are heat and heart blended to perfection new york
times bestselling author jayne rylon carrie ann ryan s books are wickedly funny and deliciously hot with plenty of twists to
keep you guessing they ll keep you up all night usa today bestselling author cari quinn once again carrie ann ryan knocks
the dante s circle series out of the park the queen of hot sexy enthralling paranormal romance carrie ann is an author not
to miss new york times bestselling author marie harte read the entire talon pack series tattered loyalties an alpha s choice
mated in mist wolf betrayed fractured silence destiny disgraced eternal mourning strength enduring forever broken topics
wolf werewolf shifter romance series fantasy paranormal dominant paranormal series werewolf romance shapeshifter
romance fantasy romance alpha male series and saga magic witch demon sexy heartwarming heart warming family love
love books kissing books emotional journey contemporary contemporary romance romance series long series long romance
series sassy strong heroine captivating romance hot hot romance forbidden love sparks loyalty swoon rescue kidnap
claiming defending protect other readers of carrie ann ryan s books enjoyed books by kate rudolph felicity heaton jr ward
kresley cole nalini singh thea harrison ilona andrews jennifer l armentrout lynsay sands grace goodwin lora leigh jessie
donovan shelly laurenston donna grand mandy m roth nj walters abigail owen and eve langlias

The Black Opal
2017-12-01

do you dream of wicked rakes gorgeous highlanders muscled viking warriors and rugged wild west cowboys harlequin
historical brings you three new full length titles in one collection the rancher s inconvenient bride by carol arens western
william english rescues agatha magee from being shot out of a cannon and the potential scandal means they must get
married can agatha make this more than a marriage in name only rescued by the forbidden rake by mary brendan regency
when faye shawcross s younger sister goes missing alluring viscount ryan kavanagh comes to her rescue he will fix her
impending family scandal for a price he wants faye as his mistress besieged and betrothed by jenni fletcher medieval a
marriage bargain is brokered to bring peace between two enemies warrior lothar the frank and lady juliana danville but is
blissful wedded life possible with a dangerous secret hidden within the castle walls look for harlequin historical s
december 2017 box set 1 of 2 filled with even more timeless love stories join harlequinmyrewards com to earn free books
and more earn points for all your harlequin purchases from wherever you shop

Harlequin Historical December 2017 - Box Set 2 of 2
2017-12-01

a wyoming marriage of convenience agatha magee has put her difficult past behind her and is living an independent life at
the circus but when william english rescues her from being shot out of a cannon their scandalous situation leaves them no
option but to get married william has no intention of making this more than a marriage in name only agatha must somehow
change his mind if she s to have the family she s always yearned for

The Rancher's Inconvenient Bride
2011-06

a powerful vampire lord is stalking the streets of the legendary crescent city and hunter and his friends are determined to
kill him as they search the city for his lair they must contend with a creature that hunts and kills rougarou mysterious
vanishing buildings a vengeful witch and other nasty things that go bump in the night with this third installment of his
popular hunter series master story teller art wiederhold takes the reader on another wild ride of fantasy horror mayhem
and irreverant humor in new orleans of the second age

Hunter
2023-09-26

harlequin special edition brings you three new titles for one great price available now these are heartwarming romantic
stories about life love and family this special edition box set includes falling for dr maverick a montana mavericks lassoing
love novel by kathy douglass mike burris and corinne hawkins s rodeo romance hit the skids when mike pursued his md but
when the sexy doctor in training gets word of corrine s plan to move on without him he ll pull out all the stops to kick start
their flatlined romance snowbound with a baby a dawson family ranch novel by melissa senate when a newborn baby is left
on detective reed dawson s desk with a mysterious note he takes in the infant but social worker aimee gallagher has her
own plans for the baby until a snowbound weekend at reed s ranch challenges all of aimee s preconceived notions about
family and love a hideaway wharf holiday a love at hideaway wharf novel by usa today bestselling author laurel greer
archer frost was supposed to help decorate a nursery not deliver franci walker s baby she s smitten with the retired coast
guard diver despite his gruff exterior he s her baby s hero and hers will franci s determined sunny demeanor be enough for
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archer to realize he s their christmas miracle for more relatable stories of love and family look for harlequin special edition
october 2023 box set 2 of 2

Harlequin Special Edition October 2023 - Box Set 1 of 2
2023-09-26

snowy with a chance of love detective reed dawson should be looking for the mother who abandoned her infant in his office
but a freak snowstorm has him stranded and left to care for the baby with social worker aimee gallagher reed can see that
aimee is a caring person and a natural mother but despite their ice melting attraction reed s painful past prevents him
from getting involved so why does he keep imagining their future as a family from harlequin special edition believe in love
overcome obstacles find happiness dawson family ranch book 1 for the twins sake book 2 wyoming special delivery book 3
a family for a week book 4 the long awaited christmas wish book 5 wyoming cinderella book 6 wyoming matchmaker book
7 his baby no matter what book 8 heir to the ranch book 9 santa s twin surprise book 10 the cowboy s mistaken identity
book 11 seven birthday wishes book 12 snowbound with a baby book 13 triplets under the tree

Snowbound with a Baby
2018-05-01

meet a spunky preteen who uses her online journal to cope with her feelings from junior high friendship drama to her
parents divorce to her first crush twelve year old madison finn has found the perfect outlet for her worries about school
and friendships and her mom and dad s divorce she s started an online journal on her beloved orange laptop for a girl who
claims she s allergic to change this digital diary is the perfect way to sort out her feelings only the lonely summer seems to
be going by way too fast as madison worries about starting seventh grade boy oh boy madison must balance a confusing
class election with her feelings around her first crush play it again when far hills junior high puts on a play can madison
survive the drama caught in the forget ghosts this halloween seventh grade is frightening enough thanks for nothing on
her first thanksgiving since her parents divorce maddie finds gratitude helping animals at a shelter lost and found on a
snow day madison digs up some old and surprising memories save the date the far hills junior high war of the sexes is on
and madison is teamed up with her nemesis poison ivy picture perfect madison and her friends are going to see their
favorite singer in concert but her friend aimee is having a hard time just visiting maddie has the red white and blues this
fourth of july when she learns she ll be spending the holiday away from her friends at her grandmother s house on lake
michigan give and take will maddie s christmas break be a total bust when her dad cancels a father daughter ski trip

From the Files of Madison Finn Books 1–10
2024-01-16

an astronaut returns to earth after losing her entire crew to an inexplicable disaster but is her version of what happened in
space the truth or is there more to the story

Vessel
2008-04

looking for a new crime thriller series you won t be able to put down if you love nail biting tension and jaw dropping twists
then look no further than the detectives kane and alton series the first three books in this exciting series see kane and
alton on the hunt for killers preying on the small american town of black rock falls don t tell a soul the floor was stone cold
on her bare skin her heart pounded in her chest not a soul knows where i am she thought as she took in the darkness
around her and then she heard his footsteps when detective jenna alton and her new deputy david kane move to the
remote town of black rock falls they soon discover this is anything but a quiet little town as visitors to the town are
reported missing and a body is found stuffed into a barrel at the local dump kane and alton know they have a serial killer
on the loose bring me flowers she d walked this way hundreds of times before she knew every twist and turn she didn t
know this was the last time she d ever walk this path the body of schoolgirl felicity parker is found in a forest carefully laid
out with nothing but a freshly picked bunch of flowers next to her lifeless form as more schoolgirls are murdered kane and
alton must rush to find the killer before more girls are taken follow me home her bare arms are scratched and bleeding as
she runs through the forest the light fades behind her but she must keep running she knows what will happen to her if she
stops kane and alton are called to an empty house where the body of amos price lies in a pool of his own blood as they
begin to unpick the life of the reclusive victim they uncover a disturbing link between price and the disappearance of
several young girls many years before and as they come close to finding out who is behind price s murder the killer turns
their sights on kane and alton fans of lisa regan karin slaughter and rachel abbott will love detectives kane and alton what
readers are saying about d k hood wow i read this book in one sitting gripping i was swept away i simply can t wait for the
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next book goodreads reviewer 5 stars wow wow wow absolutely amazing from literally the first page you re hooked and
gripped kept on the edge of my seat throughout i just couldn t put it down my new all time favourite author i just wish i
could ve given it more than five stars goodreads reviewer 5 stars wow this book was amazing totally thrilling and had me
hanging on to every word leaves you wanting more well worth 5 stars in fact i wish i could give it more bonnie s book talk 5
stars i absolutely love d k hood an amazing author a book that i absolutely devoured from cover to cover you re gripped i
can t wait for the next one goodreads reviewer 5 stars omg the whole time i sat on the edge of my more than once crying
oh nooooo really fast paced with an all consuming air of danger and suspense b for bookreview 5 stars a huge five star
rating for a fantastic book kept me gripped throughout and i loved it goodreads reviewer 5 stars five massive stars a
phenomenal read which will certainly have me coming back for more sweet little book blog 5 stars i absolutely totally
utterly flipping well loved this book one of those stories that really does grab you by the throat and keeps your attention
until the last word ginger book geek 5 stars absolutely fantastic nail bitingly good i just wanted to keep reading had me
holding my breath throughout this author certainly knows how to keep her readers in suspense and get their hearts
beating faster stardust book reviews 5 stars

School Library Journal
2019-02-12

judy upton s a playful writer who likes nothing better than to upset expectations independent ashes and sand searing
brutal judy upton s vicious little hand grenade of a play explodes onto the stage her writing blazes with anger about the
waste of a generation with no hopes independent sunspots confirms upton as one of the most promising writers working in
london at present what s on people on the river a skilfully written and entertainingly hard nosed look at the victim culture
of tabloid telly time out stealing souls the writing is diamond hard slippery and clear like thin ice covering a particularly
murky pond guardian know your rights a moving and accomplished piece upton s play can dispense with arguments and
right on statements because in creating characters she develops situation the times

The Detectives Kane and Alton Series: Books 1–3
2014-07-24

wow wow wow absolutely amazing from literally the first page you re hooked and gripped kept on the edge of my seat
throughout i just couldn t put it down my new all time favourite author i just wish i could ve given it more than five stars
goodreads reviewer 5 stars she didn t know he was watching until it was too late she d walked this way hundreds of times
before she knew every twist and turn she didn t know this was the last time she d ever walk this path hidden deep in the
forest schoolgirl felicity parker is found carefully laid out on a rock with nothing but a freshly picked bunch of flowers next
to her the body lies just off a popular hiking route and detective jenna alton thinks the killer might be a visitor to the town
until another girl s body is found at the local swimming pool once again posed with a bunch of flowers jenna recognizes the
signs of a serial killer and thinks it could be a local as the town is gripped with fear jenna must examine each person the
girls knew and trust between neighbors starts to crumble both girls went out on their own and were found where they
shouldn t be were they taken by chance or did they know their killer how were they lured so far from safety and can jenna
and her team find the killer before another life is lost an absolutely nail biting thriller that will keep you up all night if you
enjoy robert dugoni karin slaughter and rachel abbott you ll love this each kane and alton book can be read as part of the
series or as a standalone what readers are saying about bring me flowers oh my flipping goodness kept me guessing until
the very last page i cannot fault this book at all if i could read it all over again for the very first time i would jump at the
chance hard hitting addictive and incredibly chilling a truly toe curling read fantastic the writing garnet i was taken on a
rollercoaster ride it leaves you gripping the edge of your seat in anticipation will keep you hooked from the very beginning
stardust book reviews an incredibly fast paced high octane thriller that begs to be read in one sitting it was impossible to
put down the book nurse wow bloody brilliant this book had everything it was dark creepy and disturbing and made me get
chills i read it in super fast time because i couldn t put it down an excellent read bonnie s book talk suspenseful from the
first page with a pace that never lets up this was a book i could not stop thinking about an absolutely unputdownable gut
wrenching story with an ending i did not see coming and which i am still thinking about brilliant a masterpiece renita d
silva the killer sent shivers down my spine as his narrative outlined his desire to kill and his unique mo i love it when a
writer creates a character that creeps me out inside my head and this is one guy you wouldn t want turning up with a
bunch of flowers for you so many potential suspects my wee head was spinning as i tried to work out the whodunnit and
whydunnit i do love a good old workout for the brain and this one kept me guessing all the way through chapter in my life
gripping main plot with a villain i never in a million years spotted goodreads reviewer the story will suck you in and keep
you guessing until the end despite trying to make you believe that you know who the murderer is goodreads reviewer this
book has surpassed my expectations and is even better than that i could have imagined sean s book reviews

Upton Plays: 1
2018-02-26
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no light is as unforgiving as the spotlight but to be in it while being a teenager is just plain brutal this collection of fictional
short stories highlight the struggles hopes failures and triumphs of young aspiring singers dancers actors actresses and
performers while these characters may feel out of place during their everyday lives they are able to find a home onstage
and in rehearsals woven throughout the anthology are personal anecdotes from several of today s most celebrated
performers of stage screen and television whether hilarious or romantic or devastating or suspenseful these diverse
coming of age stories are perfect for anyone who is reaching for the stars

Bring Me Flowers
2013-10-08

the only official sex education novel when the screen binge is over return to the world of moordale with a brand new story
featuring the show s most popular characters maeve gets an unexpected call from her brother sean it s no surprise to her
that he is in trouble again but she s the only family he s got so she must saddle up and ride to the rescue or at least
scrounge a lift from aimee and drive there otis and eric insist they can help and maeve s mission becomes a summer
holiday road trip sean s been partying with a group of decadent rich kids who have no accused him of a crime the evidence
against him is pretty damning trying to clear his name maeve and friends integrate themselves into the rich kids circle it s
time to go undercover thanks to eric s dance floor moves aimee s easy charm and otis s ability to offer good advice they get
to know the group and they soon discover that sean is not the only one with a motive for getting even with beautiful party
girl tabitha this standalone ya crossover story has everything fans love about the show favorite characters with real
emotional depth no holds barred honesty about teenage relationships brilliant humor and a great new storyline plus a
compelling whodunit at its heart

Starry-Eyed
2021-09-28

how master therapists work engages the reader in experiencing what really happens in therapy with master therapists who
they are what they do and how they bring about significant change in clients it examines one master therapist s actual six
session therapy also available on dvd that transformed a client s life resulting in changes that have been sustained for
more than seven years session transcriptions directly involve the reader in every aspect of the therapeutic change process
this is followed by the commentary of a master therapist psychotherapy researcher who explains how these changes were
effected from a psychotherapy research perspective next the master therapist who effected these changes explains what he
was thinking and why he did what he did at key points in the therapy process then the client shares her thoughts on this
life changing therapeutic experience this is a must have one of a kind book that will greatly enhance the therapeutic
understanding and skills of both practicing therapists and therapists in training

Sex Education: The Road Trip
2013-11-12

meet misfits inc investigations peter the genius jake the athlete byte the computer whiz mattie the magician these four
teenage super sleuths have a knack for uncovering and solving unsolvable crimes in their fourth case the misfits explore
the national forest near byte s family cabin only to discover several dead kingfisher birds an endangered species suddenly
the four teenagers find themselves in the middle of a terrifying ecological mystery and a looming political scandal with the
help of a young reporter rebecca kaidanov they uncover a vast political conspiracy and find their own lives in danger
featuring an engaging group of outcasts with varied interests each book in the misfits series offers an intriguing mystery
supported by delaney s well paced plot and believable dialogue that will keep readers captivated to the very end

How Master Therapists Work
2000-10-03

madison macdonald is glad things are back to normal madison it s summer at last let the good times pool parties roll
location putnam beach putnam ct madison my friends are all together again and nate and i are better than ever finally
everything in my life is working out location gofer ice cream putnam ctmadison even though nate will be leaving for college
in the fall location new canaan drive in new canaan ct madison and there s a piece of me that s still waiting for the other
shoe to drop from the prom heist location stubbs coffee putnam ct madison but everything is going to be fine right location
on a blender smoothie shop putnam ct madison oh maybe i should take that back location undisclosedthis account has been
temporarily disabled madison macdonald thinks the other shoe just dropped
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Misfits, Inc. No. 4: The Kingfisher's Tale
2000

it s not summer without hailey abbott the new york times bestselling author of summer boys returns with the follow up to
summer girls a seaside tale of love secrets heartache and betrayal hot days hotter nights the girls are back jessica connor
and i are in love and we re both ready to take the next step so then why is he spending all his time with another girl lara i
thought andrew and i were through and i met an awesome new guy but now andrew s back and i don t want to choose can i
pull off dating two boys at once greer the guys here are gorgeous but they re all players including hunter he says he s done
playing games but can i trust him laying out hooking up falling in love it s going to be one sizzling summer

Aimee's Law, Matthew's Law, Two Strikes and You're Out Child Protection
Act and Stop Material Unsuitable for Teens Act
2011-07-01

from top selling author maureen johnson comes a fresh funny novel about a girl her hotel and an unforgettable summer
now in paperback her new summer job comes with baggagescarlett martin has grown up in a most unusual way her family
owns the hopewell a small hotel in the heart of new york city and scarlett lives there with her four siblings spencer lola and
marlene when each of the martins turns fifteen they are expected to take over the care of a suite in the once elegant now
shabby art deco hotel for scarlett s fifteenth birthday she gets both a room called the empire suite and a permanent guest
called mrs amberson

Unfriended (The Top 8 Trilogy, Book 3)
2010-05-01

kirkus reviews called this winning tale of a queen sized queen bee hilarious and fresh manhattan it girl riley swain is no
pudgy wallflower she s brash bold fashionable and yes fabulous riley has no qualms about kissing her best friend s crush or
bribing her dad s lawyer but this spring break riley s dad and wicked stepmother are shipping her off to new horizons a
two week fat camp in upstate new york and it s miserable like military school without carbs but then riley gets to know
adorable eric who sees beyond riley s tough exterior soon riley might just realize that maybe it s not her shape that will
change at new horizons but her heart

Girls in Love: A Summer Girls Novel
2010-01-01

what if the person you were falling for was a total mystery signed sealed delivered while spacing out in chemistry class lily
scribbles some of her favorite song lyrics onto her desk the next day she finds that someone has continued the lyrics on the
desk and added a message to her intrigue soon lily and her anonymous pen pal are exchanging full on letters sharing
secrets recommending bands and opening up to each other lily realizes she s kind of falling for this letter writer only who
is he as lily attempts to unravel the mystery and juggle school friends crushes and her crazy family she discovers that
matters of the heart can t always be spelled out kasie west brings irresistible wit warmth and sparkle to this swoon worthy
story of love showing up when you least expect it

Suite Scarlett
2010-02-01

new york times bestselling author lauren dane welcomes you back to diablo lake tennessee a town founded by witches
governed by werewolves and brimming full of secrets it s autumn in diablo lake and the town is buzzing with preparations
for halloween samhain collins hill days and the wedding of the newly elected mayor and her wolf shifter fiancé ruby thorne
can t think of a better time of year to come back for good and open the health clinic she s been planning for the last six
years her connection to the town and its veins of magic have snapped back into place flooding her with a power eager to
jump to her call she has a sense of rightness this witch is exactly where she s supposed to be so it s not much of a surprise
that he comes back into her path just like he was meant to damon dooley has spent the last few years learning how to run
the pack at his older brother s right hand there s been upheaval outrage violence old rules have created a silence so
crushing it s collapsed the fabric of not just the wolf shifters but the town as a whole and yet ruby has returned man and
wolf agree she needs to be in their life regularly and before long things move from serious to something magically deeper
bound to one another heart and soul both committed to what s best for diablo lake ruby backs damon as he pushes for
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much needed change but when something falls into ruby s lap and she learns the whole terrible truth secrets need to be
spilled how and by whom becomes the only question diablo lake book 1 diablo lake moonstruck book 2 diablo lake
protected book 3 diablo lake awakened

This Book Isn't Fat, It's Fabulous
2016-07-26

the first novel in a delightful series set in a gps practice on the wild yorkshire dales newly divorced dr laura grant is
escaping her past by moving to the small yorkshire community of ravensdale she might only have one friend in the village
but before long she finds herself immersed in the trials and tribulations of village life as the new gp she is busy meeting the
locals and gaining their trust as well as spending her free time trudging over the local dales when a proposal to build a
quarry through ravensdale begins to divide the community laura s peaceful life is turned upside down she won t let her
quiet refuge be destroyed but when she enlists the help of her ex husband is she putting her new happiness at risk escape
to the yorkshire dales with this heartwarming story of new beginnings friendship and community perfect for fans of penny
parkes larkford series

P.S. I Like You
2021-10-26

kim noble is an accomplished artist whose work has been exhibited around the world she is a mother with a 13 year old
daughter she is a bubbly and vivacious woman to meet her you wouldn t think anything was wrong but when kim was
younger than five years old her personality splintered and fractured in 1995 she was finally diagnosed with dissociative
identity disorder did which has been described as a creative way to cope with unbearable pain now her body plays host to
more than 20 different personalities or alters there are women and men adults and children there is a scared little boy who
speaks only latin an elective mute a gay man and an anorexic teenager some alters age with her body others are stuck in
time all of me takes the reader through the extraordinary world of a woman for whom the very nature of reality is different
it will tell of her terrifying battles to understand her own mind of her desperate struggle against all odds to win back the
child she loved and of her courage and commitment in trying to make sense of her life it is by turns shocking inspiring
sometimes funny and deeply moving

Diablo Lake: Awakened
2019-10-31

constable bridget marley marlowe is always doing the wrong thing for the right reason this time she s skating the line of
police procedure by protecting a young girl caught up in her father s designer street drug ring but when marley gets
injured she needs help from someone she can trust dr devon wolfe is a burned out psychologist on leave from her job in a
busy hospital trauma unit when devon meets the injured marley she doesn t know what to make of the bright and beautiful
and occasionally rogue cop devon decides to help marley and gets mixed up in the world of addictive street drugs a young
girl who knows something but won t speak and the uncertainty of knowing right from wrong all devon knows is she and
marley are in this together

Ravensdale
2011-08-26

with the realm amulet not in the southern tropics corey his dad and his best friends travel to the frozen north to look for it
with new friend aimee along as their guide they ll have to avoid go backs and snow bears to have any hope in finding the
realm amulet

Like Father, Not Like Son
2017-08-25

a riveting work of dark suspense from acclaimed author clea simon gal a middle aged musician is back in boston to play a
memorial for her late drummer best friend when she finds herself freezing on stage at the sight of a face in the crowd the
next day she learns that the man she saw has been killed beaten to death behind the venue and her friend s widower is
being charged in connection with his death when the friend refuses to defend himself gal wonders why and as the
memories of begin to flood back she starts her own informal investigation as she does so she must reexamine her own wild
life her perception of the past and an industry that monetizes dysfunction in a dark tale of love music and murder
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A WOMAN SCORNED
2011-10-06

lucy has now been with tina for two years she seems quite happy settling into her new life with tina and preparing to
attend the wedding of her best friend sandy her career as a news journalist has also brought about some amazing changes
in her life as she is given a new office assistant to work closely by her side what could possibly go wrong life seems
wonderful for lucy until she finds out her ex michael has gotten out of jail and has threatened to get revenge on her as
much as she loves tina lucy is terrified and lives in constant fear that michael will hurt her or tina as michael threatens to
settle the score lucy will make a decision that will change her life forever

All Of Me
2020-07-14

includes the short story his magic touch

Storm Lines
2014-08-12

erin bright is pretty polished and popular the perfect first daughter her father is the mayor of their small town so photo
shoots and fancy inauguration balls are a part of her life so unfortunately is the fact that the press stalks her facebook page
in high school erin is politically involved as well her gorgeous charming boyfriend has been student council president for
the past two years but this election season things are about to change when erin suddenly gets passionate about an
environmental cause she decides to run against her boyfriend and to challenge everything her dad stands for it s an all out
political war where popularity may not be what it seems and erin could lose her boyfriend and all her friends but she might
just be up for the challenge

Dice Dungeon 3
2021-10-19

a sleepy town is about to wake up and smell the turmeric lattes dontforgetyourkeepcup it started with the hemsworths now
byron bay local aimee maguire is about to lose everything because she can t afford to pay the rent her engagement is also
on an official time out since her fiancé doesn t know what he wants the last thing she needs is a surprise visit from her
micro influencer niece looking to build her brand her arrival sets off a chain of events that ends with aimee tangled up with
a group of influencers turned reality tv stars exposing her to the absolute worst of humanity but somewhere amid this
mother of all messes there just might be a silver lining aimee has been searching for all she needs to do is embrace the one
thing she s been fighting so hard against change cashed up celebs desperate wannabes cranky karens and cringe worthy
hashtags it s all here in this hilarious novel about the celebrification of byron bay and the power of letting go praise for
james weir james really is one of australia s best comedic writers his writing always puts a smile on your face from start to
finish jackie o with his acerbic wit and brilliant take downs james weir is a snort out loud writer who turns a devilish eye on
the wannabes lisa millar james weir is a national treasure an original talent and an intelligent and hilarious wordsmith he s
the voice of his generation sam armytage

Hold Me Down
2014-01-24

from top surgeon to single dad before nurse elene lowe s best friend died elene agreed to raise her baby daughter aimee
and is now traveling to italy to find aimee s dad sexy surgeon mattia ricco mattia is shocked to discover he s a father but
the sparks flying between him and elene soon ignite an irresistible attraction with elene and aimee s life back in new
zealand they re worlds apart unless mattia can give them both a reason to stay ms mackay has delivered a superb medical
romance in this book about healing and family and where the chemistry between this couple was strong from the moment
they met harlequin junkie on surprise twins for the surgeon ms mackay writes some really good medical romances and this
story was such an interesting and riveting read harlequin junkie on baby miracle in the er

Tina and Lucy
2011-09-20
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The Vampire's Seduction
2006

Signal Journal
2008

Popular Vote
2022-11-30

The Hemsworth Effect
2019-03-01

The Italian Surgeon's Secret Baby
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